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Ground Zero  Directors: Michael Pattinson and Bruce Myles Producer: Michael Pattinson Screenwriters: Mac Gudgeon and Jan Sardi Director of Photography: Steve Dobson Production Designer: Brian Thomson Editor: David Pulbrook Genre: Political Thriller Duration: 96 minutes Cast: Colin Friels, Jack Thompson, Donald Pleasence, Natalie Bate, Bob Maza, Burnum Burnum (credited as Burnham Burnham) Year: 1987  Synopsis In the Australian outback, men in radiation suits carrying Geiger counters exhume a British aeroplane from the desert. In Melbourne, cinematographer Harvey Denton (Colin Friels) receives an anonymous telephone message advising him to watch the television news. Classified documents have been stolen from the Royal Commission investigating the British atomic tests in Australia in the 1950s and 1960s. Returning home from a visit to his son, Harvey disturbs two burglars and is knocked unconscious. The burglars only steal some home movies shot by his late father Carl, who had worked as a news cameraman and documentary filmmaker. Harvey’s estranged wife, television news reporter Pat (Natalie Bate), discovers that the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation (ASIO) has seized footage of the aeroplane story from the television station. Harvey goes to the ASIO offices, where he recognises one of the burglars and attempts to chase him. He is apprehended, and interviewed by Trebilcock (Jack Thompson) who apologises for the break-in and seizure of his films. He shows Harvey photographs of a skeleton with a bullet hole in its skull, telling Harvey that it was found in the aeroplane that had been buried after it flew through a radiation cloud in 1954. The skeleton is Carl’s. He had been filming the tests for the Australian army at the time. At the Royal Commission hearings, Australian army veterans and Aboriginal witnesses contradict British experts’ claims that no Aboriginal people were killed by the fallout from the tests. Harvey tricks his way in to the Army Film Library, and tracks down film shot by his father near one of the test sites shortly before his death. The film shows a deserted Army camp, but several minutes at the end are missing. Harvey makes a copy for Pat, on the condition that she has dinner with him. As he leaves, Trebilcock relieves him of the original film. From a distance Harvey watches Pat enter the restaurant, and observes a taxi driver noting her movements when a man gets into the taxi and kills the driver. A knife-wielding man attacks Harvey; he escapes, but his copy of the film is destroyed. Hiding out in a hotel, Harvey telephones Trebilcock who tells him that his attackers were British agents. In the background, a television news reporter conducts a telephone interview with a British army veteran identified as Prosper Gaffney (Donald Pleasence) who claims that the Royal Commission is a whitewash. Harvey recognises the voice of his anonymous caller. He drives out to the desert to meet Gaffney who is wheelchair-bound and speaks with the aid of a voice box. Gaffney tells Harvey that he had been responsible for choosing the atomic test sites, and was also with Carl when he filmed the deserted camp. At night, Gaffney’s blind Aboriginal mate Charlie (Burnum Burnum) disappears. The next morning, Harvey finds Charlie’s body. Gaffney is convinced he has been murdered. Gaffney takes Harvey to a sacred site where Carl hid the negative of the film in a cave. Harvey retrieves it, but they are attacked by unidentified men in a helicopter. They force the helicopter to crash, but are chased by American soldiers from a secret base in the desert. Gaffney forces Harvey out of their car with the film, before deliberately crashing into the soldiers’ jeep. Back in the city, Harvey interrupts the Royal Commission hearings, waving the film and claiming to have evidence that the British covered-up the deaths of Aboriginal people. Trebilcock produces a 
warrant to seize the film, but the Commission President (Simon Chilvers) agrees to watch it in private to determine if it can be admitted as evidence. Some time later, he returns with the news that the film is unwatchable due to long-term exposure to radiation. Harvey claims the film has been switched, but there is nothing he can do. Later in his apartment as news of the winding up of the Royal Commission plays on the television in the background, Harvey watches one of his father’s old home movies. At the end of the reel, the missing footage from the army camp film begins to play. It depicts a medical facility, with several corpses in body bags including an Aboriginal man and a young Aboriginal boy, both blind.   Critique While the murder of filmmaker Carl Denton that animates the plot of Ground Zero is fictional, the implication that there was a conspiracy to cover-up the effects of the British atomic tests of the 1950s and 1960s on human and environmental health would have rung true for many Australians in the 1980s. Many of the details of the tests were covered by secrecy provisions, but even before the Royal Commission into the tests was held in 1984-85 stories had long circulated not only about high rates of death and disease arising from the tests, but also about the inadequacy of preparations and subsequent attempts to clean up the sites. Scenes in the film that depict the hearings of the Royal Commission draw on evidence presented at the time: one of the Aboriginal witnesses describes what was known as the ‘Black Mist Incident’, when many fell sick following the passing of a radioactive cloud over Aboriginal settlements near the test site at Emu Field; other witnesses describe unexpected wind changes that deposited radioactive fallout beyond the anticipated areas, thus affecting many more people than those directly involved in the tests; and the recurring background reports of illness and disability stand in for thousands of reports of adverse health impacts on civilians and military personnel that were claimed to be the direct result of the tests. A closing title lists the names of 118 Australian veterans who were involved in the tests in some form, either observing the blasts, remediating the sites, or servicing military equipment including aeroplanes, who had died of cancer up to 1987. The title goes on to note that while there are no death or injury statistics for the Aboriginal population of the affected areas, “Estimates have placed the Aboriginal dead at thousands”.  Ultimately the film ends in familiar Australian fashion, with the hero frustrated and defeated by forces beyond their control, the moral victory a hollow consolation as the conspiracy remains unproven. At the time of the film’s release in 1987, a year before the Bicentenary, issues around the historical and contemporary treatment of Aboriginal people, and relations between Britain and Australia were very much front of mind for many Australians. Ground Zero plays in to these debates in several ways, to a great extent successfully using the political thriller genre to ensure that public interest in the issue of the atomic tests and their fallout remained high. But the narrative decision to focus the story on a non-Aboriginal observer and only indirectly address the impact on Pitjantjatjara and Yankunytjatjara Aboriginal people – many of whom were moved off traditional lands and prevented from returning, while many others died or experienced adverse health effects as a result of exposure to the tests – reduces its political clout. The film also falls rather too easily into the lazy, but popular, Australian nationalist discourse of British bastardry and culpability. Although the depiction of the involvement and motivations of the Australian intelligence agency ASIO is appropriately ambivalent and suggests that the local political establishment had significant interest in the suppression of certain details, the clear villains of the piece are all British. While official British-Australian relations had certainly changed in the years between the tests and the Royal Commission, such characterisation conveniently ignores the enthusiasm with which Australian politicians in the 1950s greeted the prospect of assisting the British to become a nuclear power.  The revelation of the ‘lost’ footage in the final scene reinforces the themes of the image as historical record and the special power of documentary imagery that run through the film. At the ASIO offices, 
Harvey catches sight of one of his assailants on a surveillance camera, which leads him to Trebilcock and the initial revelations about his father’s death. Men fight and die over the film of the army base. This footage is the crux of the film; Harvey chases it in archives and in the outback, returning to Melbourne convinced that even though (at that point) he has not seen the complete film, it is the key evidence necessary to prove the cover-up. The footage transforms and defines Harvey, in stark contrast to his well-paid work in television advertising, which is trivialised both by Harvey himself, and by the makers of Ground Zero; an early scene depicts Harvey at work making a chaotic and surreal hot dog commercial, his focus easily distracted by attractive onlookers. This work is also contrasted with television news reporting, which both through Pat’s role as a journalist and through the news programs that play in the background of many scenes provide leads and information that advance Harvey’s investigation. Then in the last scene the missing sequence is projected across Harvey’s face as he explains what has happened in a telephone call to his son.  
Ground Zero was nominated for nine AFI Awards in 1987, winning three: Best Cinematography (Steve Dobson), Best Production Design (Brian Thomson) and Best Sound (Gary Wilkins, Mark Wasiutak, Livia Ruzic, Craig Carter and Roger Savage). Burnum Burnum (credited here as Burnham Burnham), who plays Charlie, an Aboriginal man blinded by one of the atomic blasts, subsequently gained international notoriety when he planted the Aboriginal flag under the white cliffs of Dover and claimed possession of England ‘on behalf of the Aboriginal crown of Australia’ on 26 January 1988, the day of the Australian Bicentenary. Donald Pleasence gives his last and most restrained performance in an Australian film following memorable turns as ‘Doc’ Tydon in Wake in Fright (Ted Koetcheff, 1971), Count Plasma in Barry McKenzie Holds His Own (Bruce Beresford, 1974) and Gibbie in the ill-fated Race for the Yankee Zephyr (David Hemmings, 1981). Pleasence received his only AFI nomination (Best Supporting Actor) for his role as Prosper Gaffney, but lost out to Ben Mendelsohn (Trevor in John Duigan’s The Year My Voice Broke, 1987). 
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